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Solar Site Development Challenges
• Soil disturbance can vary widely from < 10% to
regrading of the majority of the site.
• Major disturbances are roads, trenches for internal
cable distributions, regrading to level panel arrays,
stormwater basins, compaction for structural support,
etc.
• Acidic subsoil materials at surface need heavy liming
and P applications.
• Initial/construction E&S controls obviously essential
• Must avoid acid forming materials (ASS) at all costs
• Every site x design is unique

Image from Soilworks.com; marketer of soil stabilization/dust control products.
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Well-vegetated relatively young site. To be clear, I don’t question
our overall ability to successfully stabilize and revegetate these
facilities! Photo courtesy of John Ignosh
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Major Issues with Disturbed Soils
• Compaction is the dominant management issue in urban soils,
VDOT & utility corridors, mining reclamation, etc.
• Cuts and fills on a site are fundamentally different in
management & remediation needs:
– A. Cuts often have topsoil removed or highly variable properties with
depth. May hit acid sulfate soil (ASS) materials in some areas.
– B. Fills are commonly highly compacted and “layered” with dissimilar
materials.
– C. Both are commonly acidic and very low in plant-available P.
– D. On a given site, depending on setting, slope & extent of excavation,
you can/will have highly variable soil quality, often over short-range.

• Acidity/pH and fertility are relatively easy to deal with,
compaction is not.

Heavily eroded soil. The red colors
here indicate that the old B horizon is
now at the surface. Where did the A
horizon go?
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Old, highly
weathered very
acidic high clay
profile in
Diniddie/Sussex
County in Upper
Coastal Plain.
This soil is
probably 2 to 5
million years old.

pH = 4.5
Zero N
and P;
very low
Ca, Mg,
etc.
High clay
+ Fe

Highly compacted topsoil layer due to bulldozer re-grading (only two passes over
disturbed subsoil materials at mining site in Dinwiddie County (details later).
Can only be remediated via deep tillage. Most revegetation species need at least
6” to > 18” of effective rooting.
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Compaction Problems
o Direct impedance of rooting;
vegetation under stress or dies.
o Widely fluctuating winter (wet) vs.
summer (desert like) conditions
o Poor infiltration & water holding;
increased local runoff
o Avoid “voodoo products” that loosen
compaction or make other “promises”.

Critical root limiting
range is ~ 1.4 (clay) to
1.8 (sands) in moist soil.
Tougher when dry!

or g/cm3
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Loamy soil with Db = 1.75 Mg/m3

Porosity in 3-D
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Effects of subsoil compaction
on 5-year old loblolly pine
plantings at Iluka mineral
sands soil reconstruction site.
This site received deep
ripping of the subsoil and
topsoil replacement.
Even tap-rooted pines
cannot penetrate when the
subsoil B.D. is too high. At
This site, subsoil is clay loam
and the bulk density is 1.7 to
1.8 g/cm3
Upper image shows taproot
deflected sideways at 6”;
lower image shows lateral
extent of finer lateral roots
extending to acquire water
and nutrients.

What can we do?
Save, preserve and reapply topsoil
Use liberal amounts of lime, P and organic
matter amendments on both exposed subsoils
and returned topsoil layers
Apply tillage (ripper, chisel plow, etc) to
reconstructed areas
Anticipate a second round of remedial actions
needed when old infrastructure is removed in
20 to 30 years?
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This is the “appropriate ripper” for these kinds of soil problems on a large open
expanse mining site. On a completed solar site options for tillage will obviously
be much more limited!

2X Ripper Plot at Iluka Resources.
Here the ripper is running back up the “middles” of previous pass. This doubles the rips per unit
area. Another option is to “cross‐rip” if possible. Obviously, complicated by installed panel arrays!
Success is dependent upon ideal moisture so that minimal subsoil being pulled up.
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Chisel plow plot operating at tillage/ripper
study in Dinwiddie County. Smaller scale
(narrow) tillage loosening to 12” or so can also
be accomplished via a pull‐behind roto‐tiller,
smaller rippers, etc.

Same area following chisel‐plowing to 12”. A
decent chisel plow and a 4WD tractor can pull
down to 18” under ideal moisture conditions.
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Revegetation Challenges
• Beware the snake oil vendors. There is more crap (e.g. “liquid
lime” and “bacterial stews”) advertised and heavily marketed to
the revegetation marketplace than any other arena. For example,
all the hype about using gypsum to remediate compaction is just
that. You need tillage to loosen compaction in our region!
• It can be challenging to reapply topsoil, add appropriate soil
amendments to most solar sites, particularly on steeper slopes
an/or around installed panel arrays and other infrastructure.
That simple fact should not be overlooked!
• Be transparent with landowners and the public. The site and soils
are going to be changed and will “not be the same” following
significant disturbance. This will be true of the decades following
installation during regular operations and again after final
closure and removal of infrastructure.

Acid sulfate soil impacts to soil quality in a subdivision in Fredericksburg and
immediately adjacent (behind house) surface water impacts.
Naturally occurring S containing sediments and rocks are frequently exposed by
construction activity and then quickly oxidize to for sulfuric acid soil conditions.
Sulfidic materials underlie much of the Coastal Plain at variable depths (usually
> 5 to 10 feet). They also are common in certain regions of the Piedmont.
On solar sites, most likely encountered in lower landscapes in stormwater ponds
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Extent of acid-sulfate
forming materials in
Virginia Coastal Plain
of Virginia that are
within excavation
depths (5 to 20 m).
The darker shaded
tertiary aged marine
sediments are the
most extensive and
damaging.
N

However, a belt of
Piedmont materials
just to the west of
Fredricksburg and
Stafford is actually
much more
problematic!
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Tabb formation; PPA generally < 10 M g calcium carbonate/1000 M g material
Tertiary marine sediments; PPA generally 10 - 60 M g calcium carbonate/1000 M g material
Sulfidic m aterials documented in literature; acid potential unknow n

Typical young acid-sulfate weathering profile
Overlying oxidized
material is typically
a light yellowish
brown with pH ~ 3.
The yellowish salt
here is jarosite.
Underlying reduced
material is typically
drab blue or gray,
with pH > 5.5. May
be pH 7-8.
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We tested the soil here
and it yielded values for
lime demand as high as
38 ton CaCO3/ac. This
was due to about 1.2%
pyritic S content with
no native lime in soil.
We recommended:
• 25 – 30 ton/ac lime
• 300 lbs/ac P
• compost if possible
Cost ~ $7000

Remediated yard, summer 2006
Neighbor’s yard, Summer 2006
Dead Veggies + Fe-stains +
white salts = ASS
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Specific guidance on recognizing, avoiding and remediation ASS is available
at https://landrehab.org/home/programs/acid-sulfate-soils-management/

Operational Phase Soil Challenges
• Soil compaction of certain areas is inevitable during the
construction phase and may be difficult to remediate once the site
is operational.
• Panels (particularly fixed) concentrate local runoff onto a “drip
line” that can lead to local rilling & enhanced runoff, etc.
• Actual effects of panel arrays on stormwater runoff peak flows
are not well studied (Not my area; Ryan Stewart and David
Sample are leads on this!). VT is looking for cooperators to
install field monitoring arrays. Our “VT Solar Panel” efforts are
coordinated by John Ignosh (jignosh@vt.edu).
• Establishing and maintaining uniform vegetation under certain
panel arrays, particularly low fixed panels can be challenging.
Many of these areas will also be disturbed.
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Well-vegetated relatively young site. Once you meet initial E&S
requirements, how do you maintain that vegetation over
decades? Can you establish natives and pollinators within panel
arrays and maintain them vs. mowing/management needs?
How often do you lime and fertilize these sites?

Long-Term Site Closure Challenges
• Removal of site infrastructure will result in another round of
soil disturbance, including more soil compaction, re-exposure
of subsoil materials to clear subsurface conduits etc.
• Return to previous land uses, particularly rowcrop agriculture
to significantly disturbed soils will be challenging unless large
amounts of soil amendments (compost, lime, P, etc.) and heavy
tillage (ripping, chisel-plowing etc.) regimes are employed.
• Heavily disturbed areas (roads and extensively graded areas)
will more than likely have hayland/pasture or forestry as their
highest and best use.
• Any assurance that highly productive agricultural lands (e.g.
prime farmlands) can be readily returned to approach preexisting levels of soil productivity must be made very carefully.
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Active mining at Old Hickory. Over 2000 acres of land have been
disturbed to date with approximately 600 returned to vegetation.

Wash.
DC

Location of mineral sands
ore bodies in Virginia (in
red). Similar ore bodies lie
approximately 100 km
south in North Carolina.
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Typical prime farmland with enrichment of heavy minerals to a
depth of >10 meters. This field was the top producing peanut field
in Virginia twice in the 1980’s and is used as our “unmined
control” for research comparisons. Mining began in 1997 after 8
years of exploration, landowner negotiations and research by
Virginia Tech. Over 4000 ha in Virginia and North Carolina will
be mined. 1500 ha have been mined to date.

Surface (topsoil) enrichment of ilmenite+rutile+zircon (Ti
and Zr) is frequently > 10% W:W. Subsoil is often > 5%.
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Typical highly
productive soil in
the Old Hickory
area. The topsoil is
usually 3x enriched
in HM relative to
subsoil.
Productivity of this
soil in greatly
enhanced by the
low bulk density,
well structured
subsoil that readily
allows rooting to
40” or more.

Tailing and Consolidation
Preparation for Regrading Activities – Installing Rim Ditches
 Once the ponds have been filled with tails, they are prepared for upcoming
regrading activities.

 Rim Ditches are used to aid dewatering

38
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Final pit grading; usually done just as soon
as dozers can walk the surface, which means
it’s wet. This maximizes compactive effort on
sandy materials.

Sequence of photos (by Chuck
Stilson/Iluka) showing ripping
of subsoil and application of
topsoil for final reclamation.
The topsoil is spread with
dozers and then tilled/ripped
again to loosen compaction.
Ripping usually occurs below
topsoil; not through it.
Lime + P are added
to the subsoil before
ripping and then
lime + N-P-K are
added to the topsoil
based on soil test
results.
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Compacted, platy replaced topsoil over highly
compacted tails/slimes subsoil.

Row crop plots with numbers and treatments
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Topsoil strip after
grading and disking
in April 2005.

35 T/Ac Biosolids
after incorporation
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2005 Corn Yields (Mg/ha)
Topsoil/Lime/NPK
Tails + Biosolids:

3.8 c*
10.9 a

Tails + Lime + NPK:
Unmined adjacent:

8.5 b
14.3

County Average:

6.7

(2000 – 2005)
Adjacent prime farmland –
Orangeburg Soil with same
management as plot area.

*Yields within experiment followed by
different letters were different at p > 0.01

Topsoil yields were reduced by
compaction and heavy crusting. Are
these “problems” typical of the
topsoil replacement process?
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Long term crop yields on reconstructed prime farmland soils following mineral
sand mining. All soils were deep ripped initially and limed and fertilized
annually as/if needed. Follow up surface tillage was necessary for the topsoil
return treatment. Compared with adjacent unmined lands under identical
management, crop yields were reduced by ~20% in most years, but usually
exceeded overall county average yields for “all soils”.

Well-vegetated relatively young site. To be clear, I don’t question our overall
ability to successfully stabilize and revegetate these facilities! The operant
questions are: (a) What can we do to limit short-term sediment losses during
construction?; (b) Can we manage the existing soil/plant system over time to
minimize runoff?; and (C ) What will it take to return the land to
reasonable levels of productivity following closure?
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